
Patient Room Furniture



Designed by You – Manufactured by Us



Customizable Designs to Help Your Workflow
Amico Patient Care specializes in working with facilities to tailor their products to fit every unique environment. When working 
with a clinical team, our goal is to not only make your products work better for you, but also be more user friendly for your 
patients. At Amico we realize that it is the little things that really matter; whether it be custom colors, intuitive accessories, specific 
dimensions or new designs. It is our goal to have the product work for you. 

• Ability to create designs with exact dimensional requirements 

• Use seamless thermofoil to ensure you have the most infection control friendly equipment in the market

• Match any color to existing casework already in the room 

• Able to provide solid surface tops for that extra touch of elegance

• Have a wide variety of IT mounts to improve working ergonomics 

• Lowest overbed table base in the industry to ensure it works with every bed

We look forward to consulting with you on your design needs!



Low Profile Base for All Beds

Specialty Tops for All PatientsCoordinate with Your Patient Room
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Solid Surface Table (Corian)

Jellybean Table

 *C-base and H-base available

Lucas Series (Laminate or Thermofoil)

Single Table

Flip Table

Jasper Series (Laminate)

Whiteboard Table

Flip Kidney Table

Oliver Series (Thermofoil)

Overbed Tables

Bedside Cabinets

Amico's Overbed Tables combine an attractive, ergonomic design with infection-resistant features. Our thermofoil tops provide 
durability and a seamless spill guard edge to reduce infection control issues. Manufactured with the lowest base in the industry, 
our Overbed Tables move easily under any hospital bed or recliner*. An integrated rail allows accessories to be transferred from 
the headwall to the table for patient use. 

Amico's bedside cabinets feature contemporary designs and durable construction to meet the demanding needs of today’s 
healthcare environment. Manufactured using seamless thermofoil and high-pressure laminate, these cabinets come with various 
hardware and drawer front styles to choose from. With different drawer configurations and optional features including casters, 
drawer liners or spill guard tops, our Bedside Cabinets can be customized to suit any existing décor. 



Labor and Delivery
We know that the birthing experience is never the same 
from patient to patient, so at Amico, we build our Labor and 
Delivery equipment to suit your unique environment. 

Nurse driven features like, cord-wraps, keyboard lights for 
charting at night, paper feeds and additional storage allow 
Amico products to work for you. 

Whether it be a custom color, dimension, or design, 
we want to work with you to design the 
product that is uniquely for you. 

Matching Finishes for that “Hotel Feel“

Touchpad Light for Night-time Charting
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Baby Bassinets

Marco Series Ava Series
(Drop Down Bassinet)

Connor Series
(Stainless Steel)

Delivery Carts

Amico's Bassinets are crafted using the highest quality materials designed for long lasting durability to create a home-like 
environment in labor and delivery departments. Available in high-pressure laminate or seamless thermofoil finishes, our bassinets 
can be customized with various drawer and door configurations, as well as hardware options and additional features for charts 
and writing surfaces.

Made in seamless thermofoil and high-pressure laminate, our delivery case carts can be customized with drawers, cupboards 
and even pass through capabilities. With the addition of flip up side tables, the top surface can be extended to hold additional 
supplies. Matching the color finish to the built in casework ensures that these clinical pieces look anything but institutional in a 
beautiful labor and delivery suite.

Fetal Monitor Carts
Our Fetal Monitor Carts are aesthetically pleasing carts that conceal medical monitoring systems in Labor and Delivery 
environments. These units can be fully customized to suit clinicians' needs and are made to match the existing casework in the 
room. Since the dimensions can be customized, these carts can be made to fit the exact requirements for the latest hardware 
available on the market. 

(Single) (Twin)



Height Adjustability for Patients and Clinicians 

Achieve Your Perfect Working HeightErgonomic Designs



Height Adjustable Labor and Delivery Suite 

Fetal Monitor Carts Delivery Carts

Amico understands that the moment of Labor and Delivery can be stressful. When time is tight, the clinical team needs to be 
in the best position to care. To help, we created the first series of height adjustable labor and delivery equipment in the market. 
Our Sit-to-Stand fetal monitor cart allows the nurse to work seated or standing. The height adjustable delivery cart allows for 
unprecedented nurse and doctor access to really fit into your labor situation. Our fully height adjustable bassinet is not only great 
for nurse ergonomics, but allows Mom to get close to the baby while in bed, keeping the mother/baby interaction safe and 
comfortable. 

Jordan SeriesLily Series

Unmatched Safety and Closeness

Baby Bassinets



Custom Carts
Access to supplies is a constant need for hospital caregivers. When designing or renovating an area, most facilities are left to pick 
from the “red, blue or yellow” metal supply cart. A lot of detail and time are put into the look and feel of a room and Amico can 
integrate with your aesthetic, but still make carts that are able to handle all of the day to day supplies. No more compromise, let’s 
design a cart that is unique to you and your environment. 

Add a flip up or pull out  
writing surface

Create your own 
configuration

Various hardware 
options 

Optional accessory rail 
and accessories

Color matching laminate or 
thermofoil material 

Custom dimensions  
for any space

Front locking casters

Specialty tops available
Various locking options 
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Supply Carts – Selene and Chloe Series
Our carts offer an aesthetically pleasing solution to house the supplies you need, where and when you need them. Our Supply 
Carts can be manufactured in any size, with any combination of drawers and cupboards to suit the needs of your environment. 
Matching the laminate to the current room décor, these carts provide a less “clinical“ solution for the healthcare environment.

IT Carts – Mercury Series
Our non-powered, height adjustable IT Carts are designed with flexibility and customization in mind. By combining laminate or 
thermofoil cabinetry with a height adjustable work station, we are able to provide the bedside charting you need in a design 
that complements your room décor. With integrated rails to mount accessories, and an automatic gas cylinder for easy height 
adjustment, this cart provides unlimited flexibility. With custom sizes available, our lightweight IT Carts can fit into any space and 
suit any application.
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